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Appendix：about       :   : 

 
1.Promoter A can help promote expression，different concentration of electrons will 

make concentration of proteins proportional to            . And the concentration of this 
kind of protein will influence the expression of protein . 

2.          In order to realize the expectation as above, we can add                                           
C can help expression of x continuously，thus concentration of x is changed，which will 
switch on D only if over the threshold. 
     3.There should be a “NOT” Gate on 
 
 
More details about this alarming apparatus: 

Influenced by A and      , B is switched on. The expression strength of 
B(expression of LuxI) is influenced by A and      .  luxI will transcribe a kind of signal 
molecule——AHL. The concentration of AHL influence the combining strength of AHL and 
LuxR. At low concentration, c、d can’t be achieved, while the concentration of AHL 
matches the concentration of electrons,c、d works. But the intensity of CI at c is not 
enough to inhibit the expression of E. Only when the concentration of AHL reach the line 
ultrahigh, CI will makes the expression of E come down. Assuming E works successfully, 
then LacI produced following come can work together with TetR  to inhibit F. So it is like 
the switch of this alarming apparatus whether there’s any aTc and IPTG added in the 
environment of E.coli or not. When added, it works.  F is promoted to produce GFP which 
means the electron intensity is beyond expected . 

Two additional factors was considered. First, aTc and IPTG will be consumed over 
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time ,which will have a unexpected effect on the alarming apparatus. Second, the 
alarming signal should be sustained for a proper time reducing stochastic error .So f 
produced CI to inhibit the promotion of E. After that no matter what situations 
happen ,such as consumption of aTc and IPTG or some other human factor,F is still on to 
alarm via green fluorescence. We can switch off the alarming apparatus by degrading aTc 
and IPTG. If used next time, only some aTc and IPTG needed, which makes the alarming 
apparatus recycled. 


